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Unit 5: Making Singers, Making Voices 
Feb. 3 
 
We started lecture by reminding ourselves of things we have learnt. 

 

Reflections: 
 
Vocal events have the power to raise questions about how we are human, but 
also how we share with both the natural world and with machines. 
 
We have explored qualities and elements that make our voices sound 
authentic, or give it power. 
 
Voice both leaks our identity, but obscures it too—sometimes at the same time. 
 
Voices are a fundamental platform from which we tell stories; but, how we 
convey our voices and how we listen to other voices must also account for how 
voice is valued. 
 

Why Opera? 
 
We opened up our unit for the week but presenting the case of opera as a 
useful focus for exploring our voices; not because we sing opera, engage with 
opera, or know the genre, but because of what it offers through its extremes. 
 
Opera, probably along with ballet, is arguably one of the most extreme arts, that 
involves the discipline and extreme regimentation of the body to attain an ideal. 
 
As we see in opera, aestheticizing voice with music, de-privileges the power of 
logos, of words and language, and forefronts elements of sound cues; speech 
patterns, tone, timbre, inflections and rhythm, the grain of the physical voice. 
 

Threshold Concept 
 
To ground our work in the disciplinary orientations of music study, we shared a 
very central concept that we returned to throughout our week of discussion— 
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That music (especially opera) centers on communication involving thinking and 
feeling. 
	
Opera as a Form of Storytelling 
 
And, to connect our Unit 5 work, as an extension of ideas we covered in Unit 4, 
we can also see how opera is a form of storytelling, where the expression of 
feeling is front and center.  Relating stories, producing spectacle, and pushing 
voices to the extreme—are not just artistic practices, but are also social 
discourses invested with cultural beliefs. 
 
Historical Legacy 
 
The very practices of opera that continue in production today, extends back to 
a long historical legacy that is important to flesh out.  Singing as a special and 
professional skill became highly valued in the 16th-17th centuries.  But, the 
actual setting of contemporary vocal style in context of a drama, helped spawn 
what became the “recitative style,” or the notion of “speaking in song.” 
 
[Singers had to be able] “to sustain convincing portrayals of fictional characters 
in works often lasting several hours that in turn required feats of stamina, 
memory and stagecraft beyond anything that had been demanded of them in 
the past.”   (Richard Wistreich, 399) 
 
Objects of Wonder, Agents of Power 
 
The emergence of early modern professional singers and the operatic voice had 
a major impact on culture.  This new sound offered listeners something 
marvelous, and something no riches or political power could replicate. 
 
Voices became desired objects that patrons strove to own and contain (like 
precious objects in a display or museum).  As demand drove novelty and skill to 
new virtuosic levels, singers (and their voices) became commodities to market 
and consume.  In this regard, opera points to a phenomenon of commodification 
of voice that becomes highly developed in more recent periods, especially in the 
realm of popular music. 
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Making Singers, Making Voices 
 
Our interest voice this week can’t just ask how technical production makes a 
voice, what we also have to ask: 
 
>What aspects of vocal practices reveal ways that we as humans are controlled, 
or aspects of us, are suppressed? 
 
>but ALSO under what pressures (for whom, and for what end) is this given 
voice is formed 
 
>What does that symbolize for us?  What lens does it provide?   
 
 
The Big Take-Away 
 
! the body (of the singer) is the site through which culture  
    is materialized and expressed 
 
The second half of lecture comprised of a live interview between an 
ethnographer and a professional opera singer; both graduate students 
getting their degrees at UCSB. 
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Feb. 5 
 
The aim of Wednesday’s lecture was to review (and build) from Monday, by 
embedding your readings as knowledge towards our discussion.  Wistreich 
provides some key historical information that will help us understand the on-
going function of the classical voice. And, Eidsheim brings up issues and ideas 
that are more provocative, but important to understand. 
 

The Early Modern Singing Voice 
 
An important rise of voice and singing occurred between the 16th and 17th 
century, which was largely centered in Italy. 
 
“Most new kinds of vocal music encouraged singers to convey intense 
expressions of strong feelings, engage in dramatically convincing and affecting 
role-play, or to display feats of occasionally staggering vocal virtuosity, and 
often combine all of these.” (Wistreich, 399) 
 
The Singing Voice’s Power to Persuade 
 
Spectacular cultural objects (like marvelous voices) were critical forms of 
representation, essential for competing dynasties to maintain their greatness 
and persuade an evolving public of their legitimacy. 
 
In the face of great art, great sculpture, architecture, and voices people felt 
overwhelmed by their emotive response. 
 
Power brokers realized that cultural products of all sorts were highly effective 
and sensitive mechanisms to further social discipline through powers of 
persuasion; the voice was a key vessel for this persuasion. 
 
Important take-away 
This voice offered a new way to lyrically engineer the modern world. 
 
Nature vs. Discipline, or Nature vs. Culture 
 
In Wistreich you also read about this point of tension between  
“nature and discipline” – and we discussed that in lecture: 
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In terms of the classical voice, what is the tension between nature and discipline? 
 
Singers who aspired to be rated excellent had to be naturally endowed with a 
clear and carrying voice, but had to spend years developing vocal agility and the 
means to sing expressively.  We noted how this was reflected in Naomi Merer’s 
discussion about the development or “making” of her own voice. 
 
But we can view this same tension when we consider voice outside the realm of 
singing too, in ways we might feel pressure to cultivate, discipline, and curate our 
own voices. 
 
This brought us back to a key concept from Monday: 
 
The body of the singer/vocalizer is the site through which culture is 
materialized and expressed. 
 

Western Binaries of Voice 
 
“In the Western cultural imagination, this binary between a signifying voice and a 
vocality that is outside of referential meaning is recursively elaborated in other 
contrasts: human versus animal; language versus music; male versus female.” 
Amanda Weidman, “Voice” in Keywords in Sound (2015) 

Nature = natural and unmediated, or raw voice 
Culture = the mediated and highly controlled, curated voice 
 
 
Extreme Mediations of Voices 
 
We spent the last part of lecture considering a particular aesthetic you read 
about it Wistreich: 
 
•This was the favoring of a very high voice, or what we call high tessitura. 
 
•In the 17th and 18th century, many felt high voices captures best the intense 
range of emotions and passions in ourselves. 
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•That was made manifest in two types of voices: 
 

>female sopranos (one half of the diva star system that made opera) 
>and the other, much more strange, castrated male or castrato 

 
Castrato - A voice produced by castration of the singer before puberty, 
preventing the boy’s larynx from being transformed by the normal physiological 
events of puberty. As a result, the vocal range of this younger voice was largely 
retained, and the voice then developed into adulthood in a unique way.   
 
The practice was a method to circumvent intense embargoes on women 
appearing on stage (especially rigid in the Papal States).  The body was thus 
mutilated in order to preserve and maintain that high-voice aesthetic; the 
castrato voice was a highly mediated voice. 
 
Castrati sometimes played roles for women, but more often they were the heroes 
on stage, and represented the ‘ideal’ male lover. 
 
•The larger point was to make an important (and seemingly) impossible 
connection between the early modern castrato and the female singer by using 
the provocative discussion provided by musicologist, Nina Eidsheim, and the 
work of soprano, performance artist, Juliana Snapper. 
 
•Whether female, or castrated male – if the voice had the capacity to operate 
outside the dependency of the semiotic sphere, then the work of art was to tame 
that potential, by taming such a voice, refining it, and controlling that voice. 
 
•In the binary of nature vs. culture, then, culture is that force to contain the 
natural voice, to discipline it.  The voice artist and opera singer, Juliana Snapper 
uses unusual and extremely non-conventional settings or platforms for singing 
water (underwater in bathtubs or in pools), to comment on the culture of 
discipline. 
 
•Her underwater singing, in all its strangeness, exaggerated the extremes of this 
labor – of singing in such a disciplined way – but now underwater. 
Underwater singing displaces the regime of words, text, and logos. 
 
•Singing underwater also symbolizes the sheer difficulty and strain (here 
exaggerated) placed on the cultivated and curated voice. 
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!So the excess of voice is parodied through a different kind of excess! 
	
The second half of lecture comprised of a live voice lesson that involved a 
professional opera coach and voice professor, and undergraduate singer, 
and a collaborative pianist. 
	
 
 


